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class

When I entered the classroom ten minutes before the class was to start, two students were
already presen! speaking Arabic to each other. Another soon entered and joined in the
conversation. This conversation in the target language, before the professor had arrived,
set the tone of the following hour and twenty minute class. Students were fully engaged,
motivated to practice and learn the language independently of the professor's presence. It
was clear that Abdelkader Berahmoun has instilled in his students the desire, interest,
mtoivation and responsibility it takes to learn a foreign language deeply. Not once in the
lesson or before did students or Abdelkader speak English and only very briefly did
Abdelkader give some instructions concerning an upcoming assignment at the very end
of the class. Clearly, students enjoyed their ability to communicate successfully and
easily in Arabic.
The class was beautifully structured : three 25 minute sections that segued smoothly one
into the other, building on the lesson's theme for the day, the Arab world and
globalization. The first part of the lesson centered on a poster presentation of images and
cartoons taken from current magazines and internet sources. Students were first invited
to observe the dozen im4ges closely, speaking amongst themselves, asking questions,
deciphering the legends to get at the political and cultural messages being conveyed. This
was a wonderful exercise, extremely difiicult in that it asked students to identi$ and
decipher stereotypes, understand the < unsaid >) or ( unrepresented > from the images, get
the word and visual play and, most difliculq understand the irony and thejokes
underlying such political imagery and cartoons. Students then returned to their seats and
worked in groups of two or three to compare and refine their interpretations. As they
discussed amongst themselves, the instructor circulated, answered their question,
corrected and added to their readings of the cartoons, periodically adding words to the
board so that the whole class could benefit from building the vocabulary pertinent to the
lesson. This was an impressive integration of culture in a language class, demonstrating
skillfully how the two cannot be separated and how both language and culture are integral
to an understanding of the other.
In a follow up to this first part of the lesson, the whole class discussed the images and
their provenance together, each student contributing her understanding and commenting

on one another's contributions. The instnrctor called upon a quiet student who had not
yet volunteered a contribution to explain a particular image. Rotating the image, the
instructor asked how the meaning changed, and how the context of the any of the images
contributed to their meaning for a particular public.
This part of the lesson concluded with a comparison of the cartoons with an artifact from
Algeria representing a desert scene with a camel and a figure playing a guitar under a
palm tree. A lively discussion ensued whereby students discussed how cultures
manufacture their own stereotypes based on specific iddologies. checked with
Abdelkader after the class to make sure I had understood correctly the purpose of this
exercise.]

I

The third part of the lesson focussed on a six-minute segment from a longer television
debate on the globalization of Arab culture amongst three guests and the host. This, like
the cartoons, was authentic cultrral material, unadulterated for student consumption, and
thus diffrcult for students to grasp. After an initial viewing, intemrpted for periodic
clarifications, questions and discussion, the instructor handed out questions to help
students focus on the important points. [n this, third part of the lesson, students worked
on the questions in groups, each adding what she had understood and contributing
collaboratively to building the essential vocabulary. As the instructor continued to add
vocabulary to the board, students wrote out answers to the questions. This final activity
thus consolidated through writing the oral discussions of the other parts of the lesson.
At the end of the class, students downloaded the full clip of the televised debate (25
mintues long) so as to finish viewing it on their own.

In all this class showcased in a very natural way a variety of pedagogical approaches to
language learning at the high intermediate level : a good mix of teacher-centered and
student-centered communication ; a mix of oral, both listening and speaking, and written
exercises ; full integration of culture in language ; challengrng inclusion of visual signs
and cues in verbal language ; focus on figurative representation-the unsaid, irony,
double entendre--to decipherthe complexity of cultural stereotypes and implicatethe
students' own cultural perspective in understanding the language and culture that they are
studying.

I was impressed with the ease with which students navigated difficult and new concepts,
how they all contributed eagerly to the collaborative endeavor of deciphering the
different texts-visual and oral-that they studied that day, the evident confidence they
have in their capabilities-all of which result from the instructor's apparent natural ease
at leading the class. In fact, such ease comes from detailed preparation and experience in
maximizing student questions, errors, and contributions toward building a class session
little by little. Abdelkader Berrahmoun clearly has such experience and his students
without a doubt appreciate his efforts at guiding them as they learn.
In the brief discussion he and I had after the class, I learned that7 out of the eleven are 5college students, from UMass, Amherst, Hampshire and MountHolyoke, an impressive
vote of confidence in both Abdelkader as an instructor and in the student's motivation to
learn Arabic in depth. Abdelkader also added that as part of the course, each will host a

half hour of the weekly radio show that Abdelkader has
initiated, and that they each
participate regularly on t}te course's blog, posting
their essays, and ro*"nting on
relevant news' These task-oriented exercises
a[Jw students to feel that their learning is
real and-meaningful (and not a manufactured
exercise whose meaning is limited to the
artificial construct ojthe classroom). Task-oriented learning
is one olur. best practices
cunently.being implemented in language reaming
ana r rravl no oo,rutA;,;ll;
contributing to these students' motivation aao *rJciscipline
necessary to advance at their
level.

My one suggestion would be to use the blackboard more
systematically, grouping words
and.expressigl
by grammar, synta:< or rexicograprric*

a#ity. Alternaii;tr;;"

or rwo
students could be assigned the role of secreta!,
of th* day, reorganizing the blackboard in
a word document distributed the class the
following day.'euo"ttuo"r mentioned that he
photographs the blackboard for his Arabic I
classeJani *"n emails the images on to the
students, a solution that I find simple yet ingenious.
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